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1.1 

 
Introduction 

 

Aim and Scope 
 
The future is bright for public transport! That is not to suggest that everything is as it should be. To 
paraphrase a quote by the author and political activist Helen Keller in 1903 defining best what the 
phrase ‘capitalist society’ means; When class is concerned, it is the minority that possesses the power 
of livelihood over the majority, trade and industry are controlled by private owners rather than the state 
itself (Keller and Foner, 1967, p32). There is a rise in urbanisation of cities and it has resulted in an 
increase of commuters into cities via public transport, statistics show that national rail travel in 32 years 
has increased by 152%, recording approximately 1.7 Billion tickets sold in 2017 (Transport Statistics 
Great Britain 2017, 2020) . The UK’s net zero carbon by 2050 target is an important and most direct 
benefit of this recalibration away from fossil fuels towards renewable energy. This dissertation will 
analyse the cultural and political reactions to technology in mobility and architecture. 
 
In order to understand the impacts that modern public transport has had on society, we must interrogate 
early iterations of the technologies in the contemporary cities, with a particular focus on London, 
extracting the connotations of using these modes of transport at the time carried. Presenting a historical 
case study of the workmen’s trains and central London’s trams between the late 19th to mid-20th 
centuries, studying the political and cultural segregation and inequalities of class and social conflict at 
particular junctions of the city. Focusing particularly on the demise of the trams on 6th July 1952 (Rosehill, 
2021) interrogating its death and the collective response of the working-class people. I will critique 
20th century transportation and urban planning policies, analysing the 86 boroughs belonging to the 
city of London in 1965 and the suburban boroughs that were represented by the middle-class and the 
working-class. In 1965 the UK government ordered a reshape which merged the previous boroughs 
down to 32 the same which make up greater London to this day. 
 
The cultural reaction to technology begins with a criticism of the role of the media and the right to the 
city in a post-world war II London, using the architecture of the Barbican Estates as a precedent to 
support findings. The finishes by establishing the capitalist reaction to technology, in 1987, Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher in an interview with Women’s Own magazine stated that “There’s no such 
thing as society. There are individual men and women and there are families.” (Thatcher, 1987) Society 
in the contemporary city is reliant on its citizens to be self-sufficient, no longer does an individual rely 
on households for income, health care or security. Capitalism took over in London during the 1990’s 
due to technological advancements and globalization of cities meant that demand for trade had 
increased and machines had taken over the role of skilled workers in order to meet these demands. 
Sociologist Richard Sennett in the book The Culture of the New Capitalism states: 
 

 “I had the chance to see the cultural ideal of the new capitalism at its most 
robust, the boom suggesting that this new man/woman would get rich by 

thinking short-term developing his or her potential and regretting nothing. What 
I found instead where a large group of middle-class individuals who felt their 

lives were cast adrift”  
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(Sennett, 2006, p7)  
 

Sennett uses a Marxist approach by speaking as if the workers had lost a part of their identity as a cost 
of capitalism, personality has been lost at the cost of productivity and increased surplus. 
 
The Final discussions explore the theory of the ‘Panopticon’ coined by Michel Foucault in the 20th 
century and link technology in the contemporary city to ‘panopticism’, exploring differences and 
similarities between ethnic minority groups in London, exhibiting cases found on online websites of such 
people sharing their stories of being profiled as a result of technology being used as an apparatus to 
weaponize against the marginal society. Anonymous powers in the consumerist society we live in 
control how we live our lives, not only public technology such as CCTV influences our movements in 
the city, but companies such as Amazon, Apple and Google have also invaded our homes and 
concluding with a reflection on the findings. 
 
Methodology 
 
The second chapter will entail a thorough historical analysis and critique of London transport. Using 

secondary source media and archives of a Liberal newspaper company on the successes of the 

London trains. Script from an interview with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher will be presented in 

chapter two and linked to key theorists Richard Sennett and Bruno Latour. Once this data has been 

presented, I will use this to critique findings at the end of each chapter. Applying methods from a critical 

urbanist perspective, studying social sciences and Marxist approaches. Exposing parallels that can be 

drawn between politics, arts, anthropology, society and technology. Analysis and critique of the 

contemporary city of London will be carried out with reflective  observations and secondary source 

data collection. After data has been collected, a summary of findings will be discussed that will be 

analysed in context to the wider subject of my research question. Data from my research will be cross 

referenced at the end in summary to highlight conclusions, similarities and potential ways to improve. 

 
Research Questions 
 
The inspiration that initiated my research question was the apparent shift in urban planning and 
architecture, where innovations in smart technology are being integrated into plans wherever and 
whenever possible. Ben Green in the book The smart enough city: putting technology in Its place to 
reclaim our urban future Green was a data scientist at the City of Boston's Department of Innovation 
and Technology and affiliate for internet and society at Harvard University. He discusses the 
misrepresentation of technology in the smart city and challenges the notion that just because a 
technology is part of the norms in society it does not mean that It is the solution to all problems of the 
city. Green coins the phrase “Tech Goggles” (Green, 2019, p2-5) this is when a city is under the 
illusion that technology is a solution to all of its political, societal and economic issues. He argues the 
reverse, that this kind of approach lead to inequality and social injustices (Green, 2019, pp2-5) 
Greens compelling argument against the misuses of technology was the influence of which led to the 
research question how has class and social conflict been affected by the digital era in the city of 
London? And can history teach us how to move forward?  
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2.1 

 
To answer these questions, theorists that challenge the use of technology for capitalism and 
consumerism will be critiqued such as Karl Marx a German social philosopher who was born in 1818 
and died in 1883. Marx was renowned for his and Friedrich Engels Communist Manifesto, published 
in London in 1848. (Stockhammer, ed, 2015, p6) The communist manifesto endorsed all social and 
political movements that revolted against the order at the time. (Marx, 2015, pp1-15) In the 
contemporary city, we live in a post human society which benefits the capitalist agenda, Sennett 
discusses the phenomena in his book Together the Rituals, Pleasures and Politics of Cooperation stating 
that “Like all consumption, this huge market aims to convince juvenile shoppers that they need what 
they lack” (Sennett, 2012, p141) In order to understand society from the perspective of the consumer 
and not the merchant I will apply a Marxist approach. 
 

The Two Dimensions of Ground 

 
Acknowledging the Ground 
 
The Top-down and bottom-up are initiatives that can be referenced to in a multitude of professions, 
including social sciences, both refer to strategies from different perspectives. The top signifies not just 
the life one being, but what resides beyond society and effects the lives of the people. In connection 
to Marxism, this being can be categorised as the capitalist and or the state. The bottom focuses on the 
small scale, the individual’s activities and beliefs. Prioritising irregular patterns which when observed 
from the top cannot be understood. To apply the initiatives means to rely on applying the stance of 
either the top or bottom and looking at society from that particular lens. Pivotal information to support 
the need for studying the impacts of technology on society lies within these methods of examining 
society. Therefore, the most suitable stance to sympathise with the Marxist approach is that of the 
bottom, also referred to as the ground. (sociologyexchange, 2011) (Archer Mann and Grimes, 2001) 
 
There are two dimensions of the ground theorized concerning the contemporary city which 
acknowledge Marxism and social theory. With human rights moving to the front of the modern era 
ethically and politically, these dimensions can be split into the horizontal and vertical. (Kiersey and 
Vrasti, 2016, pp76-82) If the ideologies of both approaches are to be condensed into two words, 
they would be individuality and inequality, the horizontal is the former and vertical the latter; Core 
framework for both share the same key values, for each member of society to be a valued member of 
a collective community. In its most evident economic form, individualistic ideals of owning land and 
properties in cities, coinciding with the growth of skyscrapers and tower blocks form a vertical 
dimension of the economic ladder. Levels of economic class in relation to London apartments vary due 
to living standards, location and demand, however a common theme from housing market observations 
reveals that as a result the higher your residence is situated in a high-rise building, the higher the cost 
of living. Therefore, societies middle-class and wealthiest classes distance themselves at the top of the 
high rise, whilst the working-class cannot afford such commodities. For example, median London two-
bedroom apartment rental prices for 2020 in Camden and surrounding boroughs were £1600+ 
(London.gov.uk, 2021). In contrast to those living costs, the current national minimum wage in the UK 
is £8.72 per hour per month (Low Pay Commission, 2020) leaving the monthly minimum wage amounts 
at roughly £1220 before tax, this means that the living costs in certain boroughs of London are 
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unsustainable, rendering citizens within the minimum income bracket helpless against the battle of the 
economic housing ladder and benefitting those above them on a higher monthly wage. It can be 
concluded that in the category of the economy (and others within the realm of society) on the vertical 
scale, it benefits to be recognised for accomplishments and to obtain stature and power at the expense 
of equality. The overarching similarities point to the exact opposition of the Marxist at the top of the 
figurative economic pyramid, the capitalist is the body of power that is able to monopolise those below. 
Lefebvre warns of this vertical ground in the book Writings on Cities insists that when philosophers 
consider the model of the city as an ideology, they refer to a twentieth century vision of the Greek city. 
Explaining that to design for the city as an ideology it must be with a consciousness of its problems and 
ask questions of its society and history (Lefebvre, 1996, p98). The horizontal ideology as before 
mentioned, values the indivualistic approach of society from the same level as one another, whether 
the topic regards class, race, gender or culture.  
 
The world of arts is of course involved in exhibiting the disparities and inequalities of society and public 
policy, both in a direct and in a metaphorical way: The movie Snowpiercer embodies principles from 
both perspectives of the phenomena. It is set in a near dystopian future originally written in a comic by 
Jacques Lob in 1982 titled Le Transperceneige, however I will be referring to the 2013 movie directed 
by Bong Joon-ho. The premise of the movie is set in a future not so distant in 2031, were technology 
has advanced to a point where the downfall of the earth is a result of human error. An extinction level 
event takes places in a prologue set in 2014 which leaves the earth at a frozen temperature so low 
that human beings cannot cope with going outside without the result being fatal. The Snowpiercer is a 
heavily protected futuristic train built to withstand the extreme conditions and facilitate the preservation 
of the human race. The layout of the train is a linear hierarchal layering of culture and economic class, 
towards the back end of the train lives the people at the bottom of the civilization, oppressed and kept 
as prisoners by the governing body of the train, living off of rations provided by the dictatorship. As we 
move up the train towards the front, we see people sub divided into numerical values to determine their 
level in society, number one being the wealthiest. This defines exactly what it means to see the society 
on the vertical level. At the control of the train is the illusion of an individual body and anonymous entity 
to all citizens known as the conductor. The conductor is the autocratic power of the train, making 
announcements over a speaker addressing all citizens as the voice of law. It is this common level of the 
train which defines the horizontal level. (Snowpiercer, 2013) The purpose of explaining this 
phenomenon in relation to the topic is to highlight the importance of technology, which as later chapters 
will allude to, is responsible for emergence in the contemporary city of a new dimension of the ground.  
 
Theoretical Approach – Political Interrogation and Cultural Reaction 
 
This chapter explores a case study in two parts, first discussing the separation caused by political 
powers and the separation of class on London’s trains and the second part is an investigation inspired 
by the style of Sociologist Bruno Latour in the book Aramis or the Love of Technology. Latour plays 
detective to investigate who is responsible for the death of Aramis, a personal rapid transport (PRT) 
system in mid-20th century Paris. The study will cover the history of London’s workmen’s trains and trams 
during a time of deep economic crisis, pre and post-world wars, this will act as the framework for my 
argument in the contemporary city. Commonly in such a setting, the introduction of technology in society 
is often followed with rhetoric. This approach focuses on technology in the city of London from two 
perspectives: one which highlights the exclusions of technology that leave segments of society 
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fragmented from the rest and the other discussing the ways technology has included people of all 
social class and cultures and brought them together through collective and common intimacies with 
technologies such as public transport.  
 
The introduction of the workmen’s trains was due to a steep rise in residents moving to its suburbs. The 
trains were to accommodate a mode of transport able to bring working class men into the city whilst 
being able to reside in the suburbs. Outer London population increased from approximately 400,000 
to 2,000.000 in the space of 41 years from the late 19th century to early 20th century. (Abernethy 
2015) Suburbanisation forced a social exclusion, banning those without privilege who were not able 
to profit from the industrial capitalist society. The working-class people who breathed life in to the 
factories by working long shifts for little pay, it is this area of society that were the victims of the capitalist 
agenda, whilst the rich breathe the suburban air, they were forced to reside in densely populated areas 
which in 1952 were discovered to be overwhelming the city with toxic smog clouds from the factories, 
leaving many of its citizens at high risk of developing lung disease. (Bell et al., 2004, pp6-8) Families 
unable to move to the suburbs may have been for reasons such as that they are in unskilled and irregular 
work or they relied on the income of their partner to help pay their bills. The Great Eastern Railway 
(GER) had noticed that the railway had inadvertently caused issues by creating a cheap railway to 
certain suburban areas of outer London, it has created a flurry of middle-class workers into some of its 
districts. Likewise, GER were concerned by middle-class and the elitist areas being populated by 
workmen on their commute to work, lowering the quality of life in those areas. To combat this, they 
decided to remove workmen tickets in the Ilford and Loughton districts, arguing that these areas are 
not for people on such low income. (Abernethy, S.T, 2015, p7) In reflection, towards answering my 
research question, what can be asked is, who was responsible for the death of the workmen’s trains? 
Was it the middle-class trying to jump on board with the cheap ticket prices, spoiling it for societies 
most financially deprived? Or was it the decentralized London transport contradicting each other, 
causing confusing and unaffordable ticket prices for the working class, not knowing whether living in 
the cities suburbs was financially sustainable? The following chapter aims to interrogate the societal 
and political influences that may lead to a conclusion to these questions. 
 
The workmen’s trains were introduced in a clause when seeking approval of a new railway by private 
railway companies, which they reluctantly were obliged to charge rates affordable to the working 
class. The workmen’s trains occupied only 11 trains shared between 6 companies by the end of the 
19th century, the total of occupied regular trains was 476 by 1894(Abernethy, S.T, 2015, p1). 
 
 The Saturday Review was a Liberal media which discussed topical political subjects (as shown in 
Fig.1&2). The application of this media was used as a tool to project political views onto its reader, 
from an established point of view or political party a sort of weapon for the activists to point the finger 
towards its opposition. Other topics of different types of newspaper media at the time covered things 
such as “business” and “public individuals” (Milbourne, 2021). Newspapers and other periodicals up 
until the 18th century where censored by the monarch after introducing licensing acts which saw the 
government in charge of any publications. The content before which was of “writings of novelists and 
the individualities of newspaper editors” (Milbourne, 2021) Even after the easing of the censorship the 
government would still try its best to control the growth of media as its audience grew larger and larger, 
distributing papers all across the country. In this article published in 1882 they discuss the workmen’s 
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trains with a humanist approach which sympathises with the working class and interrogates societies 
elite and the morals of the private companies, particularly the South Eastern Railway owner Sir Edward 
Watkin. The article states: 
 

“There are many things to make it convenient for a working-class man to have his 
home near his work and left to themselves these Plumstead workmen would much 

rather have been allowed to live in London.”  
(Workmen’s Trains, 1882, p106)  

 
Whilst being aware of apparent health concerns that living in the city centre causes, the working class 
still choose “convenience” over health and what was advertised as a better way of life. Therefore, in 
later paragraphs, I will explore the transportation that enables working in the centre more appealing 
than living and paying transport from the suburbs into the centre.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Chronologically, the workmen’s train in suburban London was introduced in 1860, the following year 
horse drawn trams were introduced in central London, it was not until 1903 that the electric trams were 
introduced. (Name of the Newspaper, 2001) The workmen’s trains then closed in 1914 and the 
following year saw the introduction of Metro-Land. Metro-Land was a guidebook published annually 
by London’s metropolitan railway between 1915 and 1932 (Seifalian, 2011, pp1-2) the publications 
intentions were to promote lifestyle in the North-Western suburbs of London. At the end of the first 
world-war, promises of metro-land were painted as a utopia ‘fit for the heroes to live in.’ (Madeley, 
2020) Prime Minister David Lloyd George was a radical and praised for winning the war. The election 
proceeding the first world war was the turning point for Britain, a post-war society in economic crisis. 
(Gov.uk, 2020) The Liberal party’s agenda aimed to fight for equality, to ensure that all were free from 
poverty and everybody had liberty, they did not see society subdivided as classes but as the “masses” 
(The Liberal Party, 2020) It was after the World War that the country was facing a complex housing 
crisis, this would ultimately lead to George resigning in 1922 and the Liberal party would not come 

London Newspaper Archive 

Fig.1 Fig.2 
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into power again (Rodger, 1989, pp.58-60) Soldiers of all ethnicities, classes and race were fighting 
together under a common interest in the first World War, the closure of the workmen’s trains and the 
promotion of the suburbanisation along the metropolitan line show an intention of wanting to tackle the 
housing crisis, which parallels the intentions of the political powers at the time, the country and its 
railways had started to become centralized under a conservative run government.  
 
The metropolitan line in London is one of the oldest underground lines belonging to the city, its 
construction was in 1865. “The Met saw themselves not as a commuter railway, but as an ambitious 
player in the mainline railway world.” (LTM, 2020) In a time before the railway was centralized and 
fully controlled by the government, the railway was privately owned which meant that businesses could 
charge a fee at a rate of which they decided. One of the most important revolutions which took place 
in the 20th century was the metropolitan revolution. This was one of which the world’s economic elites 
saw at the time, diversifying cities with new infrastructures, settlements in surburban areas and the 
development of high rise in central cities. These cities could be described as ‘mega-cities’. (Angotti, 
1993, pp.1-2.)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The image above (Fig.3) is a conceptual map highlighting the linear social power emerging from the 
London Metropolitan lines route in the early 20th century. The line pierces through many of its boroughs 
and directly links the capital to the middle-class, creating a barrier from the working-class. The fabrics 
portray a picture of the suburban sprawl in outer London, closely connected to the infrastructure and 
ultimately conveying the higher quality of life in the suburbs. 
 
German Philosopher Ernst Kapp in the book Elements of a Philosophy of Technology discusses the built 
environment as “technical apparatuses proceeding from and epitomizing the human brain and hand” 
(Kapp and West Kirkwood, 2018, p123) This post humanist perspective that applies the theory of 
projecting human organs to areas of its environment. Kapp was a philosopher of technology during 
the early to late 19th century, he lived in Texas, USA after being prosecuted and banned from Germany, 
although he did not reside in the United Kingdom, emphasis is on the fact that he was alive in the same 
era of technology such as the workmen’s trains and electric trams of London. Therefore, by applying 
the same philosophy, the United Kingdom can share similarities to the human body. If the vital organs 

Suburban Sprawl Fig.3 
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of the body are the cities, the areas which support the country economically and provide income, the 
veins of the body, pumping blood necessary to keep the body alive is the mobility and therefore the 
blood of the body Is society. By privatising the train companies, it has restricted the flow of blood to 
the body, specifically the working class due to unsustainable ticket prices. As before mentioned, this 
has resulted in the working class choosing to live in the centre of London, the second part of my 
interrogation will focus less on the exclusions of technology from political influences and more on the 
societal inclusions that the technology in central London had on its inhabitants.  
 
Technology in the inner city was advancing, a metropolitan London in 1903 introduced the electric 
trams for the first time, replacing its horse drawn counterpart. As mentioned in previous paragraphs, the 
working-class families chose to live in the city centre due to life being more convenient than commuting 
from the suburbs. The next part of the interrogation will dissect the culture of the trams, provide evidence 
of what made this statement possible. Paying homage to the life of the trams from its birth to its death 
and societies reaction caused by these events. 
 

Latour said that “I have sought to offer humanists a detailed analysis of a technology sufficiently 
magnificent and spiritual to convince them that the machines by which they are surrounded are 

cultural artifacts worthy of their attention and respect.”  
(Latour, 1996, p8) 

 
Established in previous paragraphs, the trains are an example of technology which has the power to 
exclude society from a metropolitan vision of London planning for a utopian future, it is a rather 
fragmented exclusion of society which eludes to the reality of a dystopian future segregating 
economies by wealth via geographical location and mobility, creating the vertical dimension of the 
ground. The above quote by Latour when describing the Aramis Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) system 
seeks to demystify these negative connotations that is associated with transport. In the book Aramis or 
the Love of Technology Latour romanticises over the innovative infrastructure of which he was a part of 
building. The mode of transport ultimately was unsuccessful, and he seeks to identify who was 
responsible for its death. Latour’s humanist approach praises technology as the legacy of skilled 
workers. Similarities can be seen in Latour’s approach to Kapp’s, both associate machines as a product 
of human accomplishment and skill. Latour’s intimate relationship with the PRT as a form of technology 
implies an inclusion which has been lost when designing London’s Metropolitan train line. This sets the 
tone for an investigation into the qualities which technology should possess in order to form such a 
relationship with society on the horizontal level. 
 
Case Study – The Last Trip of the Tram 
 
The London electric trams were an infrastructure that was woven into the streets of central London. The 
London County Council rapidly grew the infrastructure which was created by a system of conduits 
recessed into the road or cables that hung above the road. This enabled them to connect working-
class boroughs with industrial areas to help citizens to and from their work, this meant that the trams 
were the first fully public transport system in London.  
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The Electric trams had a long history which led to its demise, areas of the trams decimated by the 
bombings in the first world war. Tramways of the London County Council (LCC) were the company 
that run the network in the early 20th century, in 1915, a year after the start of the world war, their 
workers went on strike to demand a bonus for their war efforts. In 1916 some of the workers fell 
casualty to the bombings in London and in some areas the trams were reimagined as mobile searchlight 
stations, in an effort to recover people from the destruction that was taking place. (Content.tfl.gov.uk, 
2020) London’s economy after the first world war was in emergency, the workers in 1926 went on a 
strike which lasted 9 days known as the general strike, the strike included industries from all across the 
country and is considered the largest industrial crisis in the United Kingdom. The government dismissed 
the strikes and accused participants of attempting to overthrow the government. Protestors started 
targeting the trams in an attempt to stop them running, this is likely due to the association of the working 
class using the tram to get to and from the factories, fundamentally halting production. In order to get 
them running again, the government brought in the police and military to clear the streets. (Harmon, 
(2019) and (Nationalarchives.gov.uk, 2021) The LCC faced not only political controversies, but also 
logistical ones. For reasons as previously discussed, the trams were associated with citizens of the 
lowest class, this meant that when it came expanding the infrastructure the LCC faced issues from some 
boroughs, this could be due to not wanting to attract unwanted working-class people in an area which 
is associated with societies wealthiest elites. The north and south lines had plans to join together to 
create a mega infrastructure in 1902 which would become the biggest in Europe at the time. Despite 
popularity the wealthy City of London and West End never introduced trams into its boroughs. This 
meant that they had to think of a new innovative way to connect the two lines together. after approval 
took 4 years the Kingsway tunnel was later constructed in 1906. (Hill, 2021) Though innovative and 
known as being the first underground tram infrastructure, the Kingsway tunnel is a physical manifestation 
of the societal inequality that the country faced woven into the urban fabric of the city.  
 
In 1953 the short film The Elephant Will Never Forget was released by British Transport Films. The film 
documents the final days leading to the inevitable death of the trams; Highlighting scenes of 
unexpected sentimentality and mourning of the trams closure in a manor similar to that of losing a loved 
one. In its last week, Krish captures the moments that Londoners swarmed to use the trams one last time, 
travelling to no avail and no destination. That final week on the side of the trams, the sign read “Last 
Tram Week: On July 6 We Say Goodbye to London” (The Elephant Will Never Forget, 1953) 
Reminiscing about the trams, the narrator mentions the people that will miss the trams the most are the 
“Cockneys” (The Elephant Will Never Forget, 1953) A word that relates to the geographical location 
of native Londoners living on the East End, an area at the time which accompanied the working-class. 
(Jacot de Boinod, 2021) He continues to describe the motorist’s memory of the trams, stating “He 
cursed everytime he had to stop, cursed but little and looked forward to tomorrow.” (The Elephant Will 
Never Forget, 1953) Contrasts in reactions between commuters in Krish’s film can therefore be 
concluded that the working-class were the mourners of the trams, whilst the ones who could afford to 
buy a car accepted its superseding for new technology. 
 

 
 
 

Historic Photos Of The Last Trams In London In July (1952) 
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On the final day, Londoners gathered to the New Cross Depot in the early hours of the morning as It 
prepared to enter for the last time before being destroyed. The scenes outside were patriotic, people 
singing the song Auld Lang Syne a song with Scottish origins typically sung to celebrate a new year. 
The song symbolises forgetting old times, to let go of things in the past and to start anew. (Lewis, 
2021) Others that climbed the outside of the trams as shown in Fig.5, are committing a mnemonic and 
ritual act through the desire to physically touch the machine. This psychoanalytical statement is theorised 
by Sigmund Freud, an Austrian neurologist and features in the book Ritual Remembrance: Freud’s Primal 
Theory of Collective Memory by Taylor Schey. In this book, Schey discusses ‘Totemism’ the totem is a 
material object which exists for primal clans to share a mutual relation. (Goldenweiser, 1910, p180) 
Anthropologist Andrew Lang criticises the theory of Alexander Goldenweiser on totemism in an 
analytical study. In which he characterises the symptoms as “A religious attitude towards the totem as 
a “friend”, “brother”. “Protector””. (Lang, 2020, pp1-3) In this case, the tram is the totem and the 
working-class citizens represent the clan.  
 
Conclusions – The Aesthetic of Ritual Destruction 
 
The conclusive scenes on the streets of London in the 20th century on the week leading to the trams 
closure take on a significant political meaning, with an anthropological lens I will now discuss 
precedents which provide evidence of the power of such rituals in society. The primal ritual act 
performed can be seen in many different cultures in the form of ceremonies, festivals, religion or 
superstition. Such acts can be seen across the world, the Burning Man takes place in the Nevada 
desert in America once a week every year, this event states that it is not a festival, it is a “City wherein 
almost everything that happens is created entirely by its citizens, who are active participants in the 
experience” (Burning Man, 2021) The events ends in the ritual destruction of an effigy. Another 
example is in Matera southern Italy, called the Festa della Bruna, a week-long celebration in honour 
of the Madonna della Bruna, a relic from the Byzantine empire. Which is said to be the towns protector, 
the event has taken place on 2nd July every year since at least 1389. It however is more than a religious 

Fig.4 
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event, each day parties are held in celebration with bright lights and fireworks in the days leading up 
to the 2nd. On this day, the relic begins a journey towards central Matera on a lightweight chariot 
constructed from paper mache and is escorted by knights on horseback. The chariot stops along its 
journey in order for locals to admire the procession, once the chariot makes its way towards the town’s 
main plaza where the journey is complete, it is then greeted by a mob of locals and admirers travelling 
to witness the event. After the relic has been removed from the chariot, it is then the responsibility of the 
mob to deconstruct the chariot, as it is no longer seen as being holy. Battling as one to climb and 
dismantle pieces from it until there is nothing left; The locals believe that it provides protection to obtain 
such an object. This particular culture creates a collective memory from climbing and causing 
destruction of the chariot, each attempting to secure a piece for themselves to hold as a religious token 
or trophy for participating in the event, as outlined in the previous paragraph. The rituals in this 
precedent share a poetic relation to the collective reaction with the last week of the London tram. 
Particularly the moment of the tram as it travels towards the depot and individuals climb its exterior in 
celebration of its service. Whilst similar rituals can be seen over the world, what makes the event of the 
tram unique is the spontaneity shared between society over a transportation which at the time was an 
advanced technology. (Italyheaven.co.uk, 2021) (Matera, Festa della Bruna, 2019) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The implementation of the automobiles into the UK saw the demise of many of London’s public transport 
systems, the trams possibly the biggest casualty. Workmen’s trains were unpopular due to a desire to 
live centrally from the perspective of working-class citizens, this desire was aided by the convenience 
of the London tram. The infrastructure was a necessary social transportation for societies most deprived 
and was later erased from the city and torn down. This was in part was due to the rapid growth in 
demand for motor vehicles in the late 1950’s. This meant that the UK government was trying to keep 
up with the demand by providing new road infrastructures. The Conservative Minister for Transport 
Ernest Marples introduced plans for new motorways to be built across the UK, in some areas tearing 
down the trams conduits to make way for cars and buses. Marples’s inability to recognise the growing 
environmental issues, caused by automobiles and that the trams were “in part a necessary social 
service” (Dutton, 2004) The argument can be made that the death of the trams was not the fault of 
man, but technological advancements proceeding itself, therefore causing its ancestral predecessor to 

Fig.5 

BBC On This Day, London’s Trams (1952) Festa Della Bruna, Matera, Italy 
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become obsolete. The vision of owning a car was seen as granting citizens freedom and 
independence, in a report titled The History of the Transport Systems in the UK by the Government 
Office for Science it states the relationship between “household income and ownership of one or more 
cars” is “intimate” (Gunn, 2021, pp26-27) from as early as the 1960’s. This was true mostly by 
residents in rural areas, but also became culture for urban society to own a car due to the steady 
decline of trams, buses and railways. A new urban spatial inequality emerged from this, some citizens 
in the poorest areas of society could not afford a car, this led to missing out on employment 
opportunities due to a lack of adequate transportation for commuting to and from work. (Gunn, 2021, 
p27)  
 

The Built Inequality 
 
Theoretical Approach – The Proud City 
 
This chapter will explore events in a metropolitan 20th century London. Investigating cultural change, 
architecture and technology parallel to societies perception of the contemporary city. critiquing the 
capitalist ideology and the centralization of the city using theory from Sennett and Lefebvre to support 
my argument. Established in the previous chapter was the relationship between technology and the 
suburbanization in the city of London. However, the argument that will be put fourth stems from the late 
20th century, the urbanization of London transformed the cultural norms of the city and was aided by 
the advancements of new digital technologies. Lefebvre proposed the issues of industrialization, 
labelling it responsible for the transformations of society in recent centuries. Lefebvre defines the process 
of industrialization in the book Writings on Cities by using the word “Inductive” and consequently the 
counter part is the “induced” these are the inevitable short comings of the phenomena such as, 
inequality, “growth and planning”. Those are the topics that concern the future developments of the 
city. Lefebvre also argues that the “violent contrasts between wealth and poverty, conflicts between the 
powerful and the oppressed, do not prevent either attachment to the city nor an active contribution to 
the beauty of the oeuvre.” (Lefebvre, 1996, p67) It is this right to the city which gives power to the 
Marxist capitalist class that owns societies majority wealth, known by Lefebvre as the bourgeoise, and 
the working class people, also referred to as proletariat, an attachment to the city and a sense of 
belonging. A sentiment shared by Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter who argued in 1943 that 
the issue with capitalism was not related to the economy, it was cultural and created a new class of 
which makes up the wealthiest but smallest percentage of society. In the book Capitalism, Socialism 
and Democracy by Schumpeter under the chapter titled The Marxian Doctrine: Marx the Sociologist, 
he criticises Marx’s philosophy by describing his academic studies as “Antiquated” (Schumpeter, 
2003, pp9) further explaining that his approach whilst rich in substantial fact from both a historical and 
contemporary approach, had lacked as Schumpeter explains “Fundamental materials, as distinguished 
from the material of the newspapers” (Schumpeter, 2003, pp10)  
 
The approach of using media such as newspapers and other periodical articles may provide a clear 
insight in to societal behaviour, as before outlined when investigating the role of the media, all rights to 
sensor such an outlet by the government were removed in the 18th century in the United Kingdom, 
therefore Schumpeter poses that the role of the media will paint a more honest picture of society. 
Modern media such as short films and documentaries provide a powerful insight into the minds of 
people at every scale of the economic ladder, although it is difficult to distinguish the sincerity and 
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legitimacy of the morals one holds when producing such videos, it is a powerful visual tool for 
understanding cultural and social conflicts. A short film production in1946 was released titled The 
Proud City: A Plan For London created by Greenpark production and Film Producers Guild Ltd, 
intended for the government led Ministry of Information, which was created during the outbreak of the 
second world war to issue propaganda to the British public, censoring information that was deemed 
to be of importance to the military. (Moidigital.ac.uk, 2021). The premise for the film is to propose a 
radical change to a post war London that was reduced to rubble by the bombings. When approaching 
the working class to feature in the movie, whilst at times it feels staged and awkward, the inclusion of 
this part of society shows an important step in the right direction of the proposed plans for London. 
Studies of societal behaviour are a focal point in the film, as well as patterns that can be seen in local 
transport and analysis of culture and quality of life.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Town planner Sir Patrick Abercrombie was one of the people in charge of the proposed plan, in the 
film he refers to the unsuitable “Hideous slums of which any city ought to be ashamed” after which it 
then cuts to a series of terraced houses which he refers to as “Beautiful” and “grand” The inclusion of 
such criticisms in a film censored by the very people that reside over these boroughs is an ironic yet 
powerful statement, due to the government acknowledging the social inequalities from the past and 
stating nationally that it needs to be changed. (The Proud City: A Plan For London, 1946) The contrast 
between the two environments allude to a new approach to housing in central London that we had 
previously not seen. Included in Abercrombie’s vision for post-war London was the introduction of ‘new 
towns’ by separating London and its surrounding areas into four different rings: Inner urban, suburban, 
green belt and outer country. The inner urban areas allowed for buildings damaged by the war to be 
reconstructed whilst restricting the development of housing as well as industrial buildings to “avoid 
overcrowding” (Barbican Living, 2021) whilst the suburban would accommodate residential housing 
and light industrial buildings. The green belt would put an emphasis on the parks and green areas 
around the city, prohibiting construction in those areas. Finally, the outer country would facilitate 
farmland and areas which would later be developed into new towns for the city to draw some of the 
population away from the centre. The main focus for this plan in relation to how society reacted to 
these plans stems from the inner urban, which the plan had outlined intentions for rebuilding the war 

Abercrombie New Town Map of London
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torn areas into precincts, as apposed to “squares” or “courtyards” (Barbican Living, 2021) Although 
this manifesto for London was never fully realised, it is important as a guide for any town planners 
attempting to plan for contemporary London due to the visible connections to Abercrombie’s vision that 
can be seen in architecture across the city, such as the Barbican Estates. A classical activity of the 
socialist, like providing affordable houses, was done only as a hypocritical action, the gentrification of 
central London gave home to a wealthy class already living and working in the City of London, while, 
on the other hand, the tram, that was fundamentally a working-class infrastructure, was eradicated. 
 
Case Study – Barbican Estate 
 
The reformation of the city resulted in many controversies, including the forced marriage of boroughs 
including the ones predominantly inhabited by citizens of opposing class on the economic ladder, this 
meant that ways of living together needed to be reinvented. (Londoncouncils.gov.uk, 2021)  
Architecture attempting to combat these issues was designed the same year as the reform in 1965 by 
Chamberlin, Powell and Bon architects in an attempt to rebuild an area that was devasted by the 
World War II bombings. The Barbican Estate is a grade II listed building and is located in the City of 
London borough. The utopian vision boasts brutalist and modernist features with Corbusian like 
features, whilst also posing as a private fortress reminiscent of British war time. The fortress like structure 
is a private social housing estate which attempts to tackle the housing crisis for the middle-class. (Orazi 
and Rudquist, 2018, pp12-18) 
 
The role of technology in the city as discovered has previously been used to simplify commutes from 
home to work on the London trains and trams, by the media as a tool to enrich human rights by 
improving quality of life and promoting new ideas for metropolitan ways of living such as the Barbican 
Estates, or even a propaganda video which shows intent to improve ways of living to working-class 
citizens. These forms of technology play an important role in the city, each possessing a quality of 
intimacy to the individual citizen and as a collective power, which belongs to the city on the horizontal 
level. Therefore, it is fair to suggest that the success of the Barbican in the early years of its construction 
appear not from the lure cultural facilities, walled security or its desirable location in central London; 
Although these do contribute to its popularity, the success stems from influences passed on by 
Abercrombie’s plan for London. Marxist author David Harvey in Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City 
to the Urban Revolution proposes that the right to the city belongs to people as a collective as apposed 
to an individual, arguing ultimately the body which controls the urbanization and the image of the city 
is a “collective power” (Harvey, 2012, pp3-4)   In order to answer Harvey’s question directly “How 
best then to exercise that right?” (Harvey, 2012, pp3-4)  The campaign for the future of London 
exercised the right of a collective power, studying meticulously behaviours of not one individual class, 
but society as a collective and finally later that plan was put fourth to the collective of whom 
Abercrombie had studied through the use of the media. The indication of inspiration from the new town 
proposal in the Barbican brings with it connotations of an understanding of the collective people and 
the right to the city.  
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Discussion 
 

Anonymous Powers and Post-Humanities 
 
This chapter explores theories from French philosopher and political activist Michel Foucault and what 
it means to be post-human in the contemporary city. I aim to take Sennett’s critique of Capitalism further 
by applying Foucault’s theory of the panopticon to the contemporary city. Highlighting surveillance 
technologies which create hidden boundaries that have emerged creating a new unwritten legislation 
and how consumerism has enabled targeted advertisements by technology giants such as Google, 
Apple and Amazon to gather data on society like never seen before, using humanist behaviours to 
discriminate against ethnic minorities. 
 
In order to understand the injustice of technology in the contemporary city, two philosophical theories must 
be explored and brought into practice. These are ‘Panopticism’ and the second ‘Post-humanism’. First, to 
establish the threat of which the latter poses on the city, we must make clear what it means to apply a humanist 
way of thinking. So, what is humanism? As obvious as it may sound, we all strive to be human in an ideological 
sense, we apply notions of unspoken law fundamental to one another to everyday life. Everyone is different 
but to capture the personification of such a humanist law defined by an image would be Leonardo Da Vinci’s 
drawing of the Vitruvian Man.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Vitruvian Man by Leonardo Da Vinci  

Fig.8 
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Marcus Vitruvius Pollio was an important Architect and Philosopher from the roman empire. In his books De 
Architectura or The Ten Books Of Architecture Vitruvius followed the human body using limbs as a tool of 
proportion, the image by Da Vinci depicting his theory manifests the belief that the ideal human proportions 
follow the body of a white, tall, muscular man with perfect posture, the image of perfection often captured in 
sculptures by artists imaginations of the Greek gods. (Vitruvius Pollio, 2015, pp63-67) The Vitruvian man 
stands in the middle of a circle and a square, as well as providing visual reference to the bodies proportions 
the square also implies a microcosm of the universe as a finite space and the circle is the infinite non-material 
space. Humanism therefore is man as foundation holding up and acting upon the universe and not the other 
way around. The issue with humanism is that it tends to make normal the general idea of what it means to be 
human and can ignore elements of historical culture like, racism, sexism, or homophobia. (Sommerville, 1998, 
p561) the post-human uses the belief of what it means to be human, the finite (square) to weaponize 
as a matter of right any that are different to the ideology or are wrongfully classed as sub-human. 
(Braidotti, 2011, p1-3) Material objects such as mobile phones are advertised to consumers, 
regurgitating the same product every year with slight improvements in its technology, for example, 
American technology company and app developer Uber in 2019 faced racism charges over their use 
of facial recognition software which staff are required to use to verify their identity using their mobile 
phones on a software created by microsoft. In an article published by The Telegraph A British national 
news agency it states that “ In a case filed under civil rights law, William Fambrough claimed he had 
been forced to lighten the images used to verify his identity when beginning a drive, which had led the 
company to deactivate his account.” (Anonymous, 2019 Apr 23) The software developed by microsoft 
had not recognised Fambrough’s face as the article explains is due to the colour of his skin being black 
and working night shifts in a dark environment. Resulting him to lightening the image as stated above, 
Uber had then detected the images as fraudulent and removed his license with the company. The fault 
as later explained with microsoft’s software is due to a lack of non-white and female people used to 
train the artificial intelligence. (Anonymous, 2019 Apr 23) This technology is programmed by people 
to analyse and detect human characteristics is adopted infrastructures like Uber yet it lacks the 
competence to recognise anyone that is not a white male. This example of post-humanism highlights 
the impact on society it could have if companies continue to adopt new technologies without a proper 
understanding of what it is they are integrating into society.  
 
French philosopher and political activist Michel Foucault wrote the book Discipline and Punish: the Birth 
of the Prison. Foucault discusses measures of which society practiced in late 17th century France during 
the outbreak of the plague. Quarantine rules had to be followed, restricting residents to their homes 
without being able to leave, the penalty for disobeying the rules to do so would be death. People 
would ration their own food and a guard would gather in the centre of the courtyard in towns in order 
to call out a register for all residents to respond confirming their continuing adherence to the rules. 
“Everyone locked up in his cage” (Foucault, Sheridan, 1995, pp195-196) Foucault compares the 
conditions to being in a prison. The importance of the guard stood at the courtyard for citizens to call 
their name is the creation of a surveillance of which the guard in the centre holds the power. This is the 
basis for the term Foucault would later coin known as ‘Panopticism’.  
 
The anonymous power that decided to destroy the London tram, also decided to transform the contemporary 
city into an over surveillanced city. Since the early 21st century, the urgency for security and surveillance 
globally has grown rapidly, most noticeably in the UK after the July 7th 2005 attacks on London’s public 
transport. Foucault’s panopticism is critiqued by David Lyon in the book Theorizing Surveillance: The 
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Panopticon and Beyond. In the book Lyon referes to the panopticon as an “automatic form of 
surveillance and intelligiance gathering of the past to control future behaviour” (Lyon, 2006, 
p140) Further to this statement Lyon discusses the US governments pre-emptive nature as a result of a 
number of terrorism related attacks, criticsing the lack of safeguarding policies put in place to protect 
citizens from surveillance technologies such as CCTV which continue to spread into every corner of 
cities and increase in power. (Lyon, 2006, pp140-141) Foucault could not possibly forsee the 
sophistication of such technologies when writing his theory on the panopticon, however, the 
demonstration discussed in the previous paragraph which the guard stood in the middle of the 
courtyard surrounded by the people being checked off of the register suggests a juxtaposition. In a 
contemporary setting the role has been switched, the people can be represented as the CCTV and 
the guard in the middle (society) has now become the one without the power. 
 
Answer to Research Questions 
 
In pages 2-3 two research questions were posed: In order to answer the first question – how has class 
and social conflict been affected by the digital era in the city of London? The research showed that in 
the contemporary city, transport has a promising future, however in a post-humanist, post-panoptic era, 
the right to the city is key to the success of new technologies, so that the collective society can claim 
back their lives from the unbounded nature of current anonymous powers such as CCTV. To answer 
the second question - Can history teach us how to move forward? The research highlighted hidden 
patterns of political powers using technology to sensor society, giving false illusions of utopias such as 
the Metro-Land, The Proud City and Barbican Estates. All guilty of appealing to the wealthy minority 
of society and leaving the working-class astray, the case of Metro-Land was to outright ignore and 
segregate the poor from its utopia, The Proud City seemed the only genuine attempt to appeal to all 
economic classes, however the idea was only realised into one project and that was the Barbican 
which as stated above has been found guilty of wiping out areas of the London trams for only a decade 
later the middle-class to move in. So to move forward we must move away from our current consumer 
society, away from censorship and false ideals and to focus on the innovations of technologies without 
over promising and be clear to the consumer. The tram has taught us that the success of technology is 
not about its innovative features, its about the intimacy between the user and the machine, the ability to 
make life easier for the human rather than replacing them. 
 

Conclusions 
 

Future Development of the Research 
 
Uber are responsible for a new typology of the metropolitan city by harnessing digital technology to 
create an infrastructure that is enabling citizens to request transport on demand to their location 
around the world via an app available on mobile phones. Unlike Sennett’s view on capitalism in the 
20th century as previously quoted, this implementation of technology is not to replace the role of the 
human, it is to simplify it; A quality previously found to contribute to the success of the London trams. 
They compete with self-employed taxi drivers who are using an outdated infrastructure without an 
online presence to keep up.  
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Therefore, in a society dominated by consumer capitalism one might conclude that in order for an 
infrastructure harnessing the advantages of technology to be equally as significant as the genealogy 
of its predecessors as exhibited in the case study, it must obtain an intimate connection to society as a 
whole. With emphasis on its intentions to simplify the life of humans rather than to replace, to serve the 
new diagonal dimension of society created by anonymous surveillance. We must learn from the 
London trams and be cautious of entering fraudulent technologies into our cities and into our 
individual lives. 
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